Ripplefold® Drapery
Roll-pleat (trade-name Ripplefold®) drapery fabrication attaches the panels to the track with snap tape. This offers a good solution for
spaces where the drapery may need to be cleaned regularly, such as healthcare. This style produces an elegant set of smooth, regular
curves from both sides. It also may use less fabric and take less stack-back space than pinch-pleat drapery. Note that Ripplefold® drapery
hangs slightly below the hardware, and thus does not provide complete blackout .

Fabrication Details
· Manufactured using Ripplefold®) Nylon Snap Tape 4.25” O.C.
Snaps.
· Drapery is sewn as hemmed flat panels.

Snaps

· Fullness: Typically R80 Drapery / R100 Sheer
- R80 (180%)
- R100 (200%)
- R120 (250%)
- Custom
· Selvage edges are removed or clipped before fabrication, as
necessary.
· Multiple widths are joined using overlocked serged seams and
safety stitch.
· Hems: 3.0” double-folded at bottom.
- Side hems: 1.0” double-turned folds
- Include 1/3 oz corner square lead weights.
- Blind stitched using thread to complement fabric color.
· Order drapery as rod width x finished length.

· Drapery is visible under track, meaning that hardware is visible,

Lining
2-Pass Blackout - White / Grey FR 54”
3-Pass Blackout - White / White FR 54”
Thermal - White
100% Polyester FR
Polycotton (65% Polyester, 35% Cotton)
Blackout Lining is dryclean only - it cannot be laundered.
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· Snaps attach the drapery to the carriers.

· Snaps composed of nickel-plated brass to resist corrosion and rust.
· Snap tape is sewn into top hem of panel.
leaving a slight gap between track and panels.

General - Ripplefold
Hardware

· Baton and ADA Baton (36”, 48”, 60” lengths) - Batons are
hidden behind drapery.
· Cord Draw - Can be specified with tension pulley to hold down
cord for safety issues.
· Hand Draw - Excellent hardware system for use in healthcare
applications; no baton or cord is used - drapery is hand-drawn.
· Motorized - Motorized mechanisms, carriers, and tracks are
supplied per client specification.
· Traverse rods are on decorative hardware.
General
All work is performed to meet the following requirements.
· Drapery fabricated to size specifications within 0.5” lengths and
1.0” widths.
· Fabrics pattern-matched according to commercial standards.
· Multiple-width drapery is overlock stitched with half widths
placed on the return side of the drapery.
· Side hems are blind stitched.
· Drapery linings are joined by overlocking and finished with a
2.5” hem. Linings are placed 0.75” above bottom of a drapery.
· Standard rod length is 48”; ADA rod length is 60”.
· Order as “rod length” x “finished length.”
Ripplefold® is a registered trademark of Kirsch.
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